DROP CAMP
EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

Sleeping Bag – (Should be rated for low temperatures); spare no expense on this piece of gear; a good bag will make your hunt.

Food – (Remember to freeze meat beforehand)

Coolers – (small or medium size) 36 to 48 quart size. Try to match pairs in size and weight.
   *** For both coolers and food see the menu and packing suggestion handout.

First Aid Kit – Please put a qualified individual in charge of this project. Call with any questions.

Tarp

Rope – (small diameter for hanging meat, etc.)

Flashlight – (Bring extra batteries)

Knife – (bring a way to sharpen it)

Personal Hygiene Accessories

Footwear – (1 pair hiking/riding, 1 pair camp shoes, 1 pair snow-type boots are recommended when season dictates)

Clothes – Try not to bring too many. (Do not forget the long-johns)

Rain Gear – (Get the good stuff and remember the noise factor)

Mouse Traps – Peanut butter is proven bait.
Drop Camp Information

Each Drop Camp Will Include:

- Enough wall tents to accommodate the size of your group.

- Wood burning stove for each tent. These are used for heat as well warming food or drink. The stove in the cook tent has a water-heating reservoir.

- A latrine tent and pit toilet. You will be required to dig a new hole when yours is within a foot of being full and for the next campers.

- Firewood for the extent of your stay. Remember to burn split wood indoors and collect other wood for campfire use (Please use the fire ring provided).

- Water. Two minimum 5 gallon jugs will be in camp. Each camp has spring, or water source that is safe for drinking. Although each water source has been historically safe, we suggest treating the water with chlorine (Clorox) or water treatment of your choice.

- Cookstove. A two-burner propane cookstove and fuel.

- Lanterns. A lantern will be provided for each tent.

- Cookware. Skillets, coffeepots, plates, silverware, etc.

- Tables and Cabinets.

- Cots and foam pads.

- Ax

- Shovel

- Two way radio.

- Ringed binder with GPS coordinates, custom maps, area info and all information pertaining to camp living and communication.

**There will be an extra charge if your packer has to make a trip for a forgotten item. Remember, it’s a long way to town.